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Organization Change, Theory and Practice shows how effective organization change is grounded in

sound knowledge about human behavior in the workplace. Author W. Warner Burke skillfully

integrates theory and researchâ€•reviewing various models and casesâ€•with practical applications in

diagnosing change issues in organizations. This bestselling text, now in Fourth Edition, offers the

latest research and scholarship, additional materials for effective interventions, and new topics and

perspectives.
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"Comprehensive general overview of Organizational Change - well done!"--John Aldridge

(06/19/2013)"Comprehensive general overview of Organizational Change - well done!"--John

Aldridge (06/19/2013)

"Comprehensive general overview of Organizational Change â€“ well done!" (John Aldridge

2013-06-19)

Burke presented a very practical discourse on change in institutions. He focused on types of change

and approaches to change; among other sub-topics that surrounds change, in a very realistic way.

This book is highly recommended for leaders in any institution. It can also be useful to employees



because this group can also come to grips with their responses to change. This group can also get

ideas on how to respond to change in a less stressful manner.

I bought this book to expand my reading on change mgt for my degree, and I have found it very

useful for me in terms of having good change story, and the usage of the academic

references.However, there are some redundancy and not all chapters are strong enough for a book

like this.Overall it is a useful book to read.

Book is well written and addressees the complexity of change , how to recognize it and the tools

required fir seeing the change through .

The writing seems unnecessarily dense and more than complicated than necessary to get the point

across.

An excellent book for reviewing theory and literature relative to organizational change. It contains

those that have endured the test of time as well as the newer ones. I would recommend this to

anyone with some background and interest in that area of study.

This book was so incredibly academic and very impractical. Don't plan on getting any value out of

this text unless you're a professor.

Good quality

Best book on organisation change.
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